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establishing a new world's record for sustained glider
flight, which hitherto had not exceeded thirty seconds.
This performance was marvelous for its time. although
now far eclipsed.

The Germans, barred from building power planes by
the Treaty of Versailles, demonstrated that in spite of
this handicap they could acquire flying hours just as
easily. and at a lower cost, by the use of motorless
planes. In recent years Russia, Japan, England, France
and Italy have realized the benefit of training pilots
by the use of motorless planes and partly through
the expansion of this motorless flight training we now
find Ru.ssia with an army of 100,000 in their air force.
They are now said to be turning out over 10,000 glider
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pilots III year-youths who have had the experience of
hours in the air; youths who have had to face many
kinds of aeronautical emergencies; youths who have
necessarily learned far more about meteorology, as
applied to aircraft, than our best trained military pilots.
Since 1921, Germany has been turning out experienced
soaring pilots, and they are immediately placed on
reserve, to be trained as airplane pilots in event of a
national emergency. All of the above mentioned
European Governments have seen fit to subsidize the
gliding and soaring movement, realizing that in order
to fly a modern airplane, it requires far more experi.
8nce than was required to fly a plane in the last war.
They are encouraging youths to build model airplanes
and sailplanes, bringing them in contact with glider
operations l:y holding model contests in conjunction
with their various Soaring meets. These boys are air
minded from the start. When they have passed the
age of model building they are ready to start actual
flying, and the way is made c1edr to them, through
supplying them with information and plans, 50 that
they can build and fly their own machines. These opel"
ations are, of course, ciJrefully supervised by the Gov
ernment, and the boys must first pass an elCamination
on glider construction before he is permitted to build
his own plane. He will more than likely join his local
Glider Club at II comparatively low fee and there
obtain his training under experienced youths.

Unless we are content to sit back while Germany.
England, Japan, Italy and Russia go ever farther ahedd
of us and keep the soaring records on the other side of
the Atlantic, we must enlist the aid of everyone inter
ested in motorless flight. The SSA is doing all in its
power to promote gliding clOd soaring and keep it on
the level of the high and unselfish ideals on which it
was founded, but it must have herp to accomplish its
purpose. With proper organization and backing there
is no question that we can place America in the fore 6

front of soaring. We have more prospective pilots,
more suitable terrain, and' better thermal currents.
What we have learned from the soaring we have
already done, makes us realize we have barely
scratched the possibilities of soaring in this country

The United States Government has recently shown
an interest in gliding, as part of the training of military
aviators. The United St<3tes Navy Department recently
conducted experiments at Pensacola, Florida, to deter
mine whether gliders could be used to advantage in
determining a student naval aviator's aptitude for
flight. As a result of these tests, Captain C. A. Blakely,
Commandant, wrote the following statemen to the
Chief of Bureau of Aeronautics in Washington> "The
tests conducted at this Station indicate that Glider




